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The ECCOE-System

Online Catalogue of 
Learning 

Opportunities

• Quality assessed 
learning 
opportunities

• Customised 
recommendations for 
quality enhancement 
of course data

ECCOE credentials

• Credential template 
customised for HEIs

• Transparent data 
provision to support 
micro-credential 
recognition

ECCOE Model Credit 
Recognition 
Agreements

• Sample MCRAs

• MCRA template for 
HEIs to recognise 
each others’ MCs for 
credit

The European Learning Model is used to describe 
learning opportunities and credentials



https://eccoe.eu/

What is the OCLO?

After collecting and analysing over 300 

online courses according to criteria agreed 

on by all partners, ECCOE has created an 

Online Catalogue of Learning 

Opportunities, i.e. a repository of ELM 

standard compliant, data-rich courses, 

MOOCs and modules that are suitable for 

cross-institution recognition.
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ECCOE credentials

Credential authentication and 

verification is taken care of by 

the European Digital Credentials 

for Learning Infrastructure, no 

need to reinvent the wheel, 

ECCOE can focus on credential 

data quality.
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What is an MCRA?

ECCOE’s Model Credit Recognition Agreement

(MCRA) addresses the HEI trust issue. Building on 

consultations with the legal departments of the 

participating universities the MCRA allows European

HEIs to tailor their own specific agreements meeting

their precise needs and legal requirements. 
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ECCOE credentials are customisable

https://europa.eu/europass/digital-credentials/viewer/#/shareview/2ozSm8LGCGrxS0C4
https://europa.eu/europass/digital-credentials/viewer/#/shareview/8u2k3KwLQC5CAhwU
https://europa.eu/europass/digital-credentials/viewer/#/shareview/KFRtaRh1SMgZDS79
https://europa.eu/europass/digital-credentials/viewer/#/shareview/VLmci3GViX3NgET1
https://europa.eu/europass/digital-credentials/viewer/#/shareview/rQDiydrDwlqMiJLC
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ECCOE is building on 

the European Digital 

Credentials for 

Learning standards, 

and developed its own 

credential template
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ECCOE developed a

custom preview, and designed a 

data rich sample credential to 

illustrate what credential properties 

we recommend to provide (e.g. 

learning outcomes and related 

skills, volume of learning, etc.) in 

the metadata and how this data 

content is displayed.
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How can an issuer prove its 

Micro-Credential’s quality?

• Provide rich, meaningful data

• List learning outcomes 

• Reference to multilingual skills 

and competence frameworks

• Describe assessment in detail

• Use ECCOE template as guide



https://eccoe.eu/

ESCO is the EU’s multilingual 

framework to describe 

knowledge, skills and 

competences

http://data.europa.eu/esco/skill/9ff9db9d-d14b-426e-83f3-e7449af6c79f
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How to make a digital Micro-

Credential’s portable?

Recognised by employers

• Reference to multilingual 

occupation frameworks

Informative for admission

• Entitlements built into credential

• Recognition based on agreement

• Use ECCOE MCRA as guide

https://eccoe.eu/wp-content/uploads/sites/28/2020/11/MCRA_Fictional_Agreement_Example.pdf
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ESCO is the EU’s multilingual 

framework to describe 

qualifications and occupations

http://data.europa.eu/esco/occupation/d7d986e1-7333-431b-9719-0c5c6939e360


THANK YOU FOR 

YOUR ATTENTION

You can download this presentation at:

https://eccoe.eu/
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